Lateralization of the central circadian pacemaker output: a test of neural control of peripheral oscillator phase
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Mahoney CE, Brewer D, Costello MK, McKinley Brewer J, Bittman EL. Lateralization of the central circadian pacemaker output: a test of neural control of peripheral oscillator phase. Am J Physiol Regul Integr Comp Physiol 299: R751–R761, 2010. First published June 30, 2010; doi:10.1152/ajpregu.00746.2009.—To evaluate the contribution of neural pathways to the determination of the circadian oscillator phase in peripheral organs, we assessed lateralization of clock gene expression in Syrian hamsters induced to split rhythms of locomotor activity by exposure to constant light. We measured the ratio of haPer1, haPer2, and haBmal1 mRNA on the high vs. low (H/L) side at 3-h intervals prior to the predicted activity onset (pAO). We also calculated expression on the sides ipsilateral vs. contralateral (I/C) to the side of the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) expressing higher haPer1. The extent of asymmetry in split hamsters varied between specific genes, phases, and organs. Although the magnitude of asymmetry in peripheral organs was never as great as that in the SCN, we observed significantly greater lateralization of clock gene expression in the adrenal medulla and cortex, lung, and skeletal muscle, but not in liver or kidney, of split hamsters than of unsplit controls. We observed fivefold lateralization of expression of the clock-controlled gene, albumin site D-element binding protein (Dbp), in skeletal muscle (H/L: 10.7 ± 3.7 at 3 h vs. 2.2 ± 0.3 at 0 h pAO; P = 0.03). Furthermore, tyrosine hydroxylase expression was asymmetrical in the adrenal medulla of split (H/L: 1.9 ± 0.5 at 0 h) vs. unsplit hamsters (1.2 ± 0.04; P < 0.05). Consistent with a model of neural control of clock gene expression, we found significant correlations between the phase angle between morning and evening components (ψme) and the level of asymmetry (H/L or I/C). Our results indicate that neural pathways contribute to, but cannot completely account for, SCN regulation of the phase of peripheral oscillators.
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A CENTRAL PACEMAKER IN THE SUPRACHIASMATIC NUCLEUS (SCN) of the hypothalamus crowns the hierarchy of mammalian circadian oscillators. Not only does the SCN regulate endogenous oscillations of locomotor behavior, body temperature, and the secretion of many hormones, but it coordinates oscillations of gene expression in peripheral organs throughout the body. In both the SCN and the periphery of mice, rats, and hamsters, interlocked transcriptional-translational feedback loops involving a limited number of clock genes and their protein products control these oscillations (47, 49, 58, 61).

The pathways by which the SCN regulates the peripheral phase may include humoral, neural, and behavioral links. SCN projections to the paraventricular nucleus (PVN) may mediate regulation of pituitary-dependent endocrine organs by control of neurosecretory outputs, including corticotrophin-releasing hormone and thyrotropin-releasing hormone. The SCN may also regulate peripheral organs by way of hormonal signals that are relatively independent of the pituitary (10, 11). In addition, peripheral organs may receive a timing signal through their autonomic innervation. SCN efferents to the PVN likely regulate preautonomic neurons that control sympathetic preganglionic neurons of the intermediolateral column and the parasympathetic preganglionic motor neurons of the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus (5, 9, 50). SCN projections to the dorsomedial hypothalamus, preoptic area, and brain stem may also engage neural and/or endocrine pathways that ultimately regulate the peripheral oscillators (1, 13, 53, 54). Circadian oscillations of clock gene expression in the periphery may also be regulated by food cues and temperature fluctuations that ultimately depend upon the SCN (7). For example, through its regulation of activity patterns, the SCN may determine the timing of ingestive behaviors and thus the pattern of food-associated cues that directly determine clock gene expression. Similarly, through regulation of thermogenic activity in skeletal muscle and/or vasodilation or vasoconstriction (42, 43), the SCN may generate temperature cues that determine, at least in part, the phase of clock gene expression in the periphery. Thus SCN-regulated autonomic pathways may influence the peripheral phase indirectly as well as directly.

To investigate the nature of SCN signals that regulate circadian oscillators in peripheral organs, we assessed clock gene expression in peripheral organs of Syrian hamsters induced to split rhythms of locomotor behavior by exposure to constant light (LL). In this condition, the locomotor activity pattern dissociates into two bouts per circadian cycle (41). This change in the locomotor output is paralleled by dissociation of clock gene expression of the two (left and right) nuclei comprising the SCN, such that they couple approximately in antiphase (14). The contralateral nuclei of the SCN simultaneously exhibit peak Per1 and Bmal1 expression, indicating that one side is in subjective day, while the other is in subjective night. The utility of this preparation in evaluating neural outputs of the pacemaker has been demonstrated by de la Iglesia et al. (15), who showed that efferent signals from the SCN that control GnRH cells that govern the luteinizing hormone surge are lateralized in split hamsters.

We sought to extend this type of analysis to assess the nature of SCN control of peripheral oscillations. We reasoned that to the extent that completely crossed or uncrossed neural pathways originating in the SCN determine the phase of clock gene expression in peripheral paired organs, expression of haPer1, haPer2, and haBmal1 should peak in antiphase on the left and right side of hamsters that split in LL. In light of evidence that expression of many functionally important genes in peripheral organs is regulated by circadian oscillators (2, 40, 45) we...
predicted that the phase of peak and nadir expression of physiologically relevant, clock-controlled genes in peripheral paired organs will also be lateralized if the SCN regulates these tissues by neural pathways. Alternatively, if SCN control of peripheral oscillators is predominantly humoral, or if it depends upon control of temperature, feeding, or behaviorally determined cues, the phase of clock gene expression in peripheral paired organs on the left and right sides should coincide in split hamsters.

METHODS

Animals. Adult male Syrian hamsters (Mesocricetus auratus, LVG strain) born and raised in a 14:10-h light-dark cycle were allowed ad libitum access to food and water throughout the experiment. All procedures were approved by the University of Massachusetts Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Syrian hamsters were transferred as young adults (~10 wk of age) to a cage equipped with a running wheel (16.5 cm diameter) maintained in LL (white fluorescent light; ~200 lux or ~3 nmol·m−2·s−1 at cage level). Wheel-running activity was monitored by computer (ClockLab Actimetrics Software). Actograms were reviewed, and a least-squares regression line was fit to the activity onsets. In addition, χ² periodograms were analyzed for split locomotor patterns. Although hamsters were classified as split if two activity bouts with onsets ~12 h apart were observed, some animals showed activity components that were separated by as few as 9 h (Fig. 1). A stable split was achieved ~8 wk after transfer to LL (range of 4 to 13 wk). The limbs of activity were designated evening and morning based on the criteria of Pittendrigh and Daan (41).

In our experiment 1, four hamsters were rapidly decapitated between 4 and 9 wk after their locomotor activity patterns had split in LL. These animals were killed at 3 h prior to the expected onset of one of the predicted activity bouts (pAO). In experiment 2, five hamsters were killed 2–4 wk after their activity had split, at 3–4 h pAO. Four other hamsters that did not split their activity in LL were killed at the same time for use as controls. In experiment 3, 26 animals were killed 7 wk after a stable split was established. Groups of hamsters were rapidly decapitated at 0-h (n = 5), 3-h (n = 5), 6-h (n = 5), or 9-h (n = 6) pAO. Another five hamsters that displayed a single activity bout per 24 h (nonsplit controls) were killed at 3 h pAO. Observations from the first two experiments led to the development of the third experiment to examine more systematically the variation of peripheral asymmetry with phase. Only the data from the experiment 3 was used for statistical analysis.

Brains, kidneys, and adrenal glands were rapidly dissected. Samples (~500 mg) of the extreme left and right lobes of the liver were collected and placed in separate tubes. In experiment 3, lungs were also collected. Skeletal muscle samples were obtained from the vastus group of the hind leg. Organs were frozen on dry ice or in methanol butane immediately upon collection and stored at ~80°C until time of analysis. Brains were notched on the animal’s left side and sectioned on a cryostat (~20°C) at a thickness of 20 μ in series of four, cold-mounted on slides (Superfrost-Plus), and kept at ~80°C until in situ hybridization for haPer1. Adrenal glands were sectioned on a cryostat (~20°C) at 20 μ in series of four, warm-mounted on slides, and kept at ~80°C until in situ hybridization.

Quantification of mRNA. In situ hybridization histochemistry was carried out using procedures described previously (21, 49). Slides were warmed briefly to room temperature, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min, deaminated in acetic anhydride/TEA, and then dehydrated in an alcohol series, delipidated in chloroform, partially rehydrated, and air-dried. Following prehybridization, slides were sealed and stored at ~20°C until the hybridization step.

cRNA probes were generated with [35S]UTP-labeled antisense and sense probes transcribed in vitro from appropriate templates. For

haPer1, AF249882 nt 215–1336, homologous to AF02292 nt 337–1120, ~730 bp, in pBluescript II vector, was cut with HindIII or SmaI (57). The haBmal1 template (AF070917 ~1881 bp, nt 1–1881) cloned in pcDNA3 vector, was cut with HindIII or XbaI (18). The template for haPer2 [homologous to AF035830 nt 841–1620, 780 bp], in pGEM-T Easy vector, was cut with SpeI or Apal (22). Probe for tyrosine hydroxylase (rTH; NM_012740; nt 14–1165) was transcribed from template cloned in PBS(−) vector and cut with PstI or HindIII for antisense or sense, respectively.

Sections were hybridized with antisense or sense probe (1 × 10⁶ cpm probe/25 μl of hybridization buffer) overnight at 57°C. Slides were rinsed in 1× SSC followed by 2× SSC/50% Formamide at 52°C, and incubated with RNase A (50 μg/μl; USB, Cleveland, OH) at 37°C. Slides were rinsed in 2× SSC, dehydrated, and air-dried. Slides were then apposed to Kodak Biomax MR film for appropriate durations.

Following film development, brain sections were stained with toluidine blue and adrenals with hematoxylin and eosin, and cover-
slipped with Permount. Clock gene expression in the rostral, middle, and caudal SCN and in the adrenal medulla and cortex was quantified on film autoradiograms by using a DAGE charge-coupled device camera and National Institutes of Health Image software. Adrenal cortex layers were determined by characterizing the shape and clustering of cells of the zona glomerulosa, zona fasciculata, and zona reticularis (17).

The expression of haPer1, haPer2 and haBmal1 was analyzed in the lungs, skeletal muscle, liver, and kidneys of animals from the third experiment only, by quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR). Gapdh was similarly quantified for purposes of normalization. We also quantified expression in the clock-controlled gene, Dbp, in organs in which clock gene expression showed significant asymmetry. Approximately 200 mg of each sampled organ was homogenized, and RNA was extracted with Ultraspec II RNA reagent (Friendswood, TX), following the manufacturer’s instructions, and treated with DNase 1 (0.2 U/ml; USB). RNA was quantified spectrophotometrically and checked for integrity by gel electrophoresis. A working stock of RNA was stored at −80°C until analyzed.

Standard curves were generated from a 10x dilution series using plasmids containing the respective target sequences (haPer1, haPer2, haBmal1, haDbp, and haGapdh). Clock gene and clock-controlled gene expression was normalized to Gapdh levels in the same tissue extract. Reactions were carried out on 96-well plates in a thermal cycler (model MX3000P; Stratagene). Primer specificity was confirmed by dissociation (melting) curve analysis of the products.

Each unknown sample was normalized to a plate control. qRT-PCR reactions were carried out by using 100 ng of total RNA (Quantitect qRT-PCR kit; Qiagen). Samples were incubated in a 10–μl final volume of 2X SYBR-green master mix containing 1.3 μl (0.5 ng) each of forward and reverse primer. The haPer1 forward and reverse primers (5'-AGCCATGCCTGCTACTTACG-3' and 5'-TCCTGT-CAGGAGGATGCG-3', respectively) yield a 72-bp product. The haBmal1 forward (ACCAACATGCAATGCG-3') and reverse (5'-TCAGTTCTGCTACGAGG-3') primers generate a 119-bp product. Gapdh forward (5'-TGCCACCACTGCTTAG-3') and reverse (5'-GTGGATGCAAGGTAGTTC3') primers yield a 143-bp product. haPer2 forward (5'-GAGAACAGATTCTGATCACA-3') and reverse (5'-GGAACTCTAGGGGCTCTATA-3') primers generate a 140-bp product. Dbp forward (5'-AAGCGCAAGGAAGTCCAGGT-3') and reverse (5'-GAAGGGCGCCCTCACAGATA3') primers generate a 141-bp product.

Normalized quantities of mRNA in left and right kidney and lung, in skeletal muscle obtained from the left and right hind legs, and in the left and right lobes of the liver were calculated (MXpro version 4.0; Stratagene). The average interplate coefficient of variation for a pooled mRNA sample was 2.5%. The average coefficient of variation within plates was 1.4%.

Statistical analysis. Asymmetry was assessed as a ratio of clock gene or TH expression between the high and low sides. For peripheral organs, the H/L ratio relative to the SCN expressing higher haPer1 was also calculated. Values from split hamsters were evaluated across groups by using the Kruskal-Wallis test and, where significance was observed, the Mann-Whitney U-test. The control group was compared with split groups by using Mann-Whitney U-test. Significance was accepted at P ≤ 0.05.

Model parameters. To predict effects of δao, on symmetry of clock gene expression in peripheral organs, we generated a model in which standard sine wave equations were used. The model parameters incorporated empirical data to set clock gene expression phase relative to activity onset. For this model we designated the activity onset to be driven by one of the nuclei, one being the morning and the other, the evening oscillator. Houben et al. (24) observed that the decline in SCN firing rate to approximately the half-maximum value of electrical activity, occurs at activity onset. Yamamoto et al. (57) reported Per1 expression in the hamster SCN falls from a maximum at CT4 to a minimum at CT16 with an approximate half-maximal value at CT12.

Thus, we set activity onset at the half-maximum value of declining Per1 expression within the nucleus driving the evening bout. Guo et al. (21) observed a maximum of Per1 expression in the adrenal medulla of Syrian hamsters between CT9 and CT15, with a phase lag of ~6 h to the SCN maximum discussed above. For this reason, we imposed a 6-h lag between the SCN and theoretical peripheral organ in our model. Based on empirical observation of Per1 expression within the SCN, the Per1 expression rhythm was modeled to have an amplitude of 150 units with a nadir value of 2.6 units. A standard sine wave equation, \( \sin(2\pi \cdot [(\text{time}/24) + 1] \cdot (150/2) + 2.6) \), was used to generate our model of the SCN. On empirical grounds, we estimate the amplitude of the oscillation in the periphery to be half that observed in the SCN and modeled Per1 expression within the adrenal medulla with a peak of 75 units and a nadir value at 25 units. A 6-h lag was imposed on the peripheral oscillators, so that the equation used was \( \sin(2\pi \cdot [(\text{time}/24) + 1] \cdot (75/2) + 25) \). The predictions are sensitive to parameter settings of the phase difference between peripheral organs and SCN, the maximum and minimum values of the peripheral organ’s oscillation, and the waveform itself.

RESULTS

Expression of haPer1 at 3-h pAO did not differ between the left and right SCN of control hamsters that failed to split after 10–15 wk of exposure to LL. In contrast, haPer1 expression was asymmetrical in the SCN of hamsters that split in LL, and the distribution of mRNA was anatomically and temporally restricted (Fig. 2). Although SCN Per1 expression differed at least twofold in the rostral and middle SCN at all times sampled, the asymmetry reached statistical significance only at 6- and 3-h pAO in these two planes. The middle plane was also asymmetric at 0-h pAO (Fig. 2). In three hamsters (1 from 9-h and 2 from 0-h pAO), the side expressing higher haPer1 differed between the rostral and the middle plane.

In addition to inducing asymmetry, protracted exposure to LL may alter absolute levels and rhythmicity of clock gene expression in the periphery. To evaluate this, clock gene mRNA values in peripheral organs were averaged between the left and right side. Levels of expression of at least one clock gene differed significantly between phases in lung, liver, and kidney (see Supplemental Fig. 1, A, C, and D; Supplemental data for this article are available online at the American Journal of Physiology–Regulatory, Integrative and Comparative Physiology website.). haPer1 expression tended to rise at the time of activity onset in skeletal muscle of split hamsters, but this trend did not reach statistical significance (P < 0.07; Supplemental Fig. 1B). At 3-h pAO, split animals had higher haBmal1 levels in each of these organs than did unsplit controls (Supplemental Fig. 2). LL may thus alter the absolute levels, the amplitude, and the phase angle of peripheral clock gene expression relative to values in constant darkness (DD).

Asymmetry of peripheral gene expression in split hamsters was evaluated in two different ways. First, the H/L ratio of mRNA levels was compared across phases and with that of unsplit controls. Second, we sought to determine whether any asymmetry was systematically related to the lateralization of clock gene expression in the SCN. Thus we determined for each hamster whether the left or right SCN had higher haPer1 expression. We then calculated the ratio of clock gene expression in the peripheral organs on the side ipsilateral relative to the side contralateral to this side of the SCN.
In the adrenal glands of unsplit control hamsters, clock gene expression was relatively symmetrical (H/L ratios of 1.2 to 1.5). Asymmetry of \textit{haPer1} expression in the adrenal gland was significantly greater in split hamsters than in controls, although the extent of the difference between the left and right side differed with phase. When examined at 3-h pAO in experiment 1, H/L ratios of \textit{haPer1} expression as high as 4 were found in the adrenal medulla (Fig. 3), although ratios between 1.5 and 2 were more typical. When asymmetry of \textit{haPer1} expression was examined at a variety of time points (experiment 3) we found a significantly greater H/L ratio in split hamsters than in unsplit controls at 3-h pAO (Fig. 4A).

\textit{haPer2} and \textit{haBmal1} expression were consistently symmetric when assessed as H/L ratio in the adrenal medulla and did not differ from unsplit controls at any phase (Fig. 4A). At activity onset, the H/L ratio of \textit{TH} expression in the adrenal medulla was significantly higher in split hamsters than in unsplit controls ($P < 0.05$; Fig. 4C). A different pattern emerged when asymmetry was considered as I/C ratios, i.e., relative to the \textit{haPer1} expression in the SCN. No significant influence of phase on an I/C ratio was detected for \textit{haPer1} or \textit{TH}. Thus asymmetry of \textit{haPer1} expression in the adrenal medulla was not consistently related to the side of the SCN showing higher \textit{haPer1} expression at the time of death. However, \textit{haPer2} and \textit{haBmal1} expression was greater in the ipsilateral than the contralateral adrenal medulla at 9-h pAO and 0-h pAO, respectively ($P < 0.05$; Fig. 4B).

In the adrenal cortex, \textit{haPer1} H/L asymmetry was significantly greater at 3-h pAO in split hamsters than in unsplit controls (Fig. 4E). Upon quantifying clock gene expression by cell layer, we found that \textit{haPer1} I/C differed at 9-h vs. 6-h pAO.

![Fig. 2. High-to-low (H/L) ratio (mean ± SE) of \textit{haPer1} expression in rostral (A), middle (B), and caudal (C) coronal planes of the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) was determined by measurement of optical density of autoradiograms generated by in situ hybridization. Filled bars, ratios calculated in hamsters that split in LL killed at the indicated times before pAO. Open bar, unsplit controls killed 3-h pAO. *$P < 0.05$ vs. unsplit control, †$P < 0.05$ vs. 9-h pAO, ‡$P < 0.05$ vs. 0-h pAO.](http://ajpregu.physiology.org/)

In the adrenal glands of unsplit control hamsters, clock gene expression was relatively symmetrical (H/L ratios of 1.2 to 1.5). Asymmetry of \textit{haPer1} expression in the adrenal gland was significantly greater in split hamsters than in controls, although the extent of the difference between the left and right side differed with phase. When examined at 3-h pAO in experiment 1, H/L ratios of \textit{haPer1} expression as high as 4 were found in the adrenal medulla (Fig. 3), although ratios between 1.5 and 2 were more typical. When asymmetry of \textit{haPer1} expression was examined at a variety of time points (experiment 3) we found a significantly greater H/L ratio in split hamsters than in unsplit controls at 3-h pAO (Fig. 4A). \textit{haPer2} and \textit{haBmal1} expression were consistently symmetric when assessed as H/L ratio in the adrenal medulla and did not differ from unsplit controls at any phase (Fig. 4A). At activity onset, the H/L ratio of \textit{TH} expression in the adrenal medulla was significantly higher in split hamsters than in unsplit controls ($P < 0.05$; Fig. 4C). A different pattern emerged when asymmetry was considered as I/C ratios, i.e., relative to the \textit{haPer1} expression in the SCN. No significant influence of phase on an I/C ratio was detected for \textit{haPer1} or \textit{TH}. Thus asymmetry of \textit{haPer1} expression in the adrenal medulla was not consistently related to the side of the SCN showing higher \textit{haPer1} expression at the time of death. However, \textit{haPer2} and \textit{haBmal1} expression was greater in the ipsilateral than the contralateral adrenal medulla at 9-h pAO and 0-h pAO, respectively ($P < 0.05$; Fig. 4B).

In the adrenal cortex, \textit{haPer1} H/L asymmetry was significantly greater at 3-h pAO in split hamsters than in unsplit controls (Fig. 4E). Upon quantifying clock gene expression by cell layer, we found that \textit{haPer1} I/C differed at 9-h vs. 6-h pAO.

![Fig. 3. \textit{haPer1} expression in brain and adrenal gland of split hamsters. A: coronal brain section stained with cresyl violet demonstrating the left and right nuclei of the SCN of an animal killed 3-h pAO in experiment 1. B: corresponding autoradiogram of the brain section in A showing \textit{haPer1} expression assessed by in situ hybridization (scale bar = 0.05 cm). Inset, C: \textit{haPer1} mRNA in SCN at higher magnification (scale bar = 0.05 cm). Striking lateralization of \textit{haPer1} expression was evident in both SCN (B and C) and adrenal gland (D). Two serial sections of whole adrenal from each side are shown (scale bar = 0.05 cm).](http://ajpregu.physiology.org/)
in the zona glomerulosa (P < 0.05; data not shown). In the zona fasciculata, haPer1 expression did not differ between the sides ipsilateral vs. contralateral to the peak SCN. However, the I/C ratio of haPer2 expression was greater at 9-h than at 3-h pAO (P < 0.05). Asymmetry of I/C haPer2 expression was significantly higher in the zona reticularis at 9-h pAO than at all other phases measured (P < 0.05). The haBmal1 I/C ratio was significantly greater at 0-h pAO than at 6-h and 3-h pAO (P < 0.05) in the zona fasciculata.

In the lung of unsplit controls, H/L ratios of clock gene expression ranged from 1.0 to 1.7. In split hamsters, the H/L ratio of haPer1 expression significantly exceeded this baseline at activity onset (P < 0.05; Fig. 5A). No significant asymmetry of haPer2 or haBmal1 expression was evident from H/L ratios at any phase in this tissue. In the adrenal, a different pattern emerged when clock gene expression was evaluated on the sides ipsilateral vs. contralateral to the peak SCN in split animals. Although no significant I/C asymmetry was observed in haPer1 mRNA (Fig. 5B), I/C asymmetry of haPer2 expression in the lung was significantly greater at the time of running onset than at 3-h pAO (P < 0.05).

Fig. 4. Levels of gene expression in adrenal medulla (A–D) and adrenal cortex (E and F) of hamsters exposed to LL in experiment 3. Filled symbols represent data from split hamsters killed at 9-h (n = 6), 6-h (n = 5), 3-h (n = 5), and 0-h (n = 5) pAO. Open symbols represent data of unsplit controls (n = 5) killed at 3-h pAO. Left: asymmetry assessed as H/L ratio (A, C, and E); Right: asymmetry expressed as ratio of mRNA on sides ipsilateral vs. contralateral to the side of the SCN showing higher haPer1 expression in the same hamster (I/C; B, D, and F). Serial sections of the adrenals from each animal were processed by in situ hybridization for haPer1 (squares), haPer2 (triangles), haBmal1 (circles; A, B, E, and F), and for tyrosine hydroxylase (diamonds; C and D). Statistical significance: *P < 0.05 vs. unsplit control for haPer1 in adrenal medulla and cortex; tyrosine hydroxylase expression **P < 0.05 vs. unsplit control, †P < 0.05 vs. 0-h pAO for haPer2 only, and ‡P < 0.05 vs. 3-h pAO for haBmal1 only in adrenal medulla.

Fig. 5. Left: H/L ratio (mean ± SE) of haPer1 (squares), haPer2 (triangles) and haBmal1 (circles) expression in lung (A), skeletal muscle (C), liver (E), and kidney (G) of split animals (filled symbols) killed at 9-h (n = 6), 6-h (n = 5), 3-h (n = 5), and 0-h (n = 5) pAO and in unsplit controls (n = 5; open symbols) in experiment 3. Gene expression was assessed by quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) and normalized to GAPDH (see METHODS). Statistical significance: *P < 0.05 vs. unsplit control and **P < 0.05 vs. 3-h pAO for haPer1 only in lung; ***P < 0.05 vs. 6-h pAO and **P < 0.05 vs. 3-h pAO for haPer1 only in muscle. Right: ratio of clock gene expression (I/C; mean ± SE) between sides of lung (B), skeletal muscle (D), liver (F), and kidney (H) ipsilateral vs. contralateral to side of SCN in which haPer1 expression was higher. Statistical significance: †P < 0.05 haPer2 vs. 3-h pAO and ‡P < 0.05 haPer2 vs. 9-h pAO; P < 0.05 haBmal1 vs. 3-h pAO.
Fig. 6. Left: H/L ratio (mean ± SE) of D-element binding protein (Dbp) expression in lung (A), skeletal muscle (C), and liver (E) of split animals (filled symbols) killed at 9-h (n = 6), 6-h (n = 3), 3-h (n = 5), and 0-h (n = 5) pAO and in unsplit controls (n = 5; open symbols) in experiment 3. Right: I/C ratio of the clock-controlled gene, Dbp, between sides of lung (B), skeletal muscle (D), and liver (F) ipsilateral vs. contralateral to the side of the SCN in which haper1 expression was higher. Gene expression was assessed by qRTPCR and normalized to GAPDH (see METHODS). Statistical significance: *P < 0.05 vs. 0-h pAO and **P < 0.05 vs. 3-h pAO.

Fig. 7. Model of the dependence of neurally driven rhythms of clock gene expression on the phase relationship between evening (E) and morning (M) oscillators. Hypothetical model of asymmetrical CG expression in SCN (A) and peripheral organs (B): A: Per1 mRNA abundance in the SCN of split animals is represented as a sinuoid, with the nuclei driving the E and M activity bouts shown separately (solid and dashed lines, respectively). B: Per1 oscillations in peripheral organs ipsilateral (solid line) and contralateral (dotted) to the E nucleus of the SCN. A lag of 6 h between pacemaker and slave is depicted. For both A and B, phase relationships are illustrated for ψM at 110° (left), 180° (middle), and 250° (right; see Fig. 1 for actual data). Vertical lines at 9-h, 6-h, 3-h, and 0-h pAO before the half-maximum of Per1 within the E nucleus of the SCN represent phases of organ collection. Amplitude of oscillation in peripheral organs is depicted as the interval between the onset of the evening bout and the onset of the morning bout (ψM). The phase angle was calculated from the time of activity onset (ψM) and the I/C ratio of haper1 expression. Such correlations were restricted to particular phases and expression of particular genes. In the adrenal medulla, haper1 I/C asymmetry was positively correlated, but the H/L ratio was negatively correlated, with ψM at 9-h pAO (P < 0.01; Fig. 7D). This reflects the fact that the high side tended to be contralateral to the high side of the split SCN. A negative correlation between ψM and haper1 I/C asymmetry was observed at 9-h pAO (P < 0.05) in the lung. haper2 I/C asymmetry was negatively correlated with ψM at 6-h pAO in the kidney (P < 0.01). In the lung, Dbp H/L asymmetry was positively correlated with ψM at activity onset (P < 0.05).

The characteristics of the activity bout may reflect the strength of the timing signal from the SCN regulating motor activity. The morning and evening activity bouts were similar in duration, volume (revolutions per bout) and intensity (average revolutions per minute). The evening activity bout used to project activity onset of each split group (pAO) was similar in duration, volume (revolutions per bout) and intensity (average revolutions per minute). The evening activity bout used to project activity onset of each split group (pAO) was similar in duration, volume (revolutions per bout) and intensity (average revolutions per minute). The evening activity bout used to project activity onset of each split group (pAO) was similar in duration, volume (revolutions per bout) and intensity (average revolutions per minute).
DISCUSSION

The asymmetry of clock gene expression in peripheral organs of behaviorally split hamsters indicates that neural inputs contribute to the regulation of circadian phase. The extent of this influence, however, differs between these organs. Previous work indicates that the degree and type of neural regulation of local clocks by the SCN may differ by organ (4, 48, 52). In some cases, sympathetic input may predominate (48), while in others the parasympathetic input may have the more important role (4). Furthermore, light-stimulated autonomic regulation of
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clock gene expression differs by phase and organ (12, 25). Differences between organs in the phase of peak clock gene expression have been reported in mice (6, 34, 39, 42) and hamsters (21). The present experiments show that the phase of peak lateralization also differs between organs in hamsters maintained in LL. In combination with tract tracing data (8, 51), these findings suggest the existence of multisynaptic pathways by which the SCN may regulate peripheral organs. Differences in the number of synapses, the signal transduction pathways, or other factors may account for variation between organs in the lag time between peak clock gene expression in the pacemaker and the periphery. This likely contributes to our finding of different patterns of lateralization of haPer1, haPer2, and habmal1 mRNAs in peripheral organs.

The symmetry we observed in clock gene expression in the liver of hamsters held in constant light is most consistent with the hypothesis that nonneural signal(s) are more important in the setting phase in this organ. Guo et al. (20) reported that rhythms of mPer1, mPer2, and mBmal1 expression were restored in the liver and kidney but not in the heart, muscle, and spleen, of SCN lesioned mice parabiosed to SCN intact partners. Together these findings suggest a greater degree of nonneural control of phase in the liver than in other organs, but do not establish whether hormonal cues or other influences contribute. Our data are equivocal regarding the role of neural signals regulating the phase of clock gene in the kidney. Endocrine signals clearly regulate peripheral clocks: the glucocorticoid agonist dexamethasone sets the circadian phase of clock gene expression in liver (3) and lung (19). Physiologically relevant temperature changes are also sufficient to maintain and synchronize oscillations of peripheral tissues (7) and the SCN (23). In the present study, such an influence of body temperature may have reduced asymmetry of clock gene expression in peripheral organs.

In the lung, skeletal muscle, and adrenal medulla and cortex of split hamsters, H/L ratios support the contribution of neural control of haPer1 expression but do not indicate consistent asymmetry in the expression of haPer2 or habmal1. In contrast, the I/C ratio more consistently supports neural control of expression of haPer2 and habmal1 than of haPer1 in the same organs. In many instances the asymmetry, as indicated by the H/L ratio, did not consistently correspond to higher clock gene expression on the side ipsilateral or contralateral to the SCN side on which haPer1 expression was greater at the time of death. Several considerations are relevant to this apparent inconsistency. The lag imposed by the number of synaptoc or other links between the pacemaker and periphery complicate our ability to relate asymmetries in the SCN to those in organs of the same individual. In addition, if tissue is collected at a time other than the maximum of the peak or nadir difference, the ability to relate the asymmetry to that of the pacemaker is compromised (Fig. 7). At the time of death, the asymmetry of either the SCN or the periphery may be increasing or decreasing, and at different phases marked as pAO groups, these relationships may vary. A high and low side can be assigned, but if the amplitude of the oscillation or the difference in clock gene expression between the left and right sides is small, there is uncertainty in this designation and a less consistent relationship to the SCN may result. In addition, different clock genes showed different patterns of asymmetry. Phase relations between clock genes may differ between the SCN and peripheral organs and between different peripheral organs. A nonparametric model of entrainment suggests oscillator components change phase as slaves advance or delay to match the period of the master pacemaker (41). The degree to which transcription is controlled by signals originating outside each organ may vary, and this may also contribute to differences between genes and between organs in the extent of lateralization of per1, per2, and bmal1. This idea is supported by the observation that interruption of tissue-specific clock function may compromise rhythmicity of expression of some genes but not others (27). Lilley (33) reported hamsters split in LL have a bimodal pattern of circulating corticosterone levels. Whether two daily pulses of corticosterone may attenuate Per1 expression rhythms or uncouple clock gene expression is yet to be tested. The loss of antiphase relationship of Per1/2 and Bmal1 in the kidney (Supplemental Fig. 1) may be a result of such an altered in vivo environment.

Many issues arise when split animals are used to address neural control of peripheral clock gene expression. First, split hamsters varied in the phase angle between the evening and morning activity bouts (Fig. 1). While the basis of this variation is not understood, it may contribute to differences between animals in lateralization of clock gene expression among animals killed at the same phase relative to activity onset. For example, we noted that in the adrenal medulla of split animals sampled at the time of activity onset, those with larger \( \psi_{\text{lat}} \) showed greater lateralization. The range of \( \psi_{\text{lat}} \) between animals may reflect the phase angle of gene expression in the SCN, and this may also be maintained in peripheral paired organs (Fig. 7). This range may have increased the variance between pAO groups and made it more difficult to detect lateralization of gene expression within peripheral organs. Variation in \( \psi_{\text{lat}} \) may also complicate efforts to designate either side as ipsilateral or contralateral to the high haPer1 expressing SCN. Nevertheless, our finding that the I/C ratio correlates with the \( \psi_{\text{lat}} \) supports a neural contribution to circadian phase in adrenal medulla, kidney, and lung.

Second, evaluation of clock function in LL must take into account the degree of asymmetry (actual or due to assay error) in unsplit animals. We observed up to a twofold asymmetry ratio in some organs in the control group (Fig. 5, C and G). These low-amplitude left-right differences exceed assay variation and thus reflect authentic lateralization of clock gene expression. Although the unsplit control animals were housed in LL for a similar length of time as those animals that had split, they may not have been a completely homogeneous group. De la Iglesia et al. (15) reported one case in which a hamster housed in LL exhibiting a single activity bout had a dissociated SCN, suggesting the SCN falls out of phase prior to behavioral splitting. We do not know whether splitting of locomotor patterns precedes, coincides with, or follows dissociation of peripheral rhythms. Although the phase of peak SCN lateralization was at 6-h pAO in split hamsters, the control animals in our study were killed at 3-h pAO. Thus we may have overestimated the level of lateralization in the peripheral organs of unsplit hamsters.

Uncertainties concerning anatomical relationships contribute a third consideration about the split model. We found some cases in which the asymmetry of haPer1 expression was reversed between the rostral and middle planes of the SCN. Yan et al. (59) reported that Per1, c-Fos and p-erk in the core and contralateral shell of each side of the SCN of split hamsters...
may be expressed in antiphase. While we were unable to find evidence of such regional differences in our film autoradiograms, heterogeneity of cell groups within the nucleus complicates attempts to determine whether peripheral asymmetry of gene expression is ipsilateral or contralateral to that in the SCN. Furthermore, descending projections that regulate peripheral clock gene expression may be partly crossed. Between 72 and 96 h after injecting pseudorabies virus into the left adrenal cortex, bilateral labeling is found in neurons of the intermediolateral column (9). Vrang et al. (51) observed significant contralateral cholera toxin-ir at the level of the paraventricular nucleus following unilateral SCN injection, although the largest population of labeled cells was ipsilateral. Thus, crossing of neural projections at any of a number of points between the pacemaker and the periphery may contribute to the reduced level of asymmetry below the level of the SCN. This may explain, in part, our observation that in the adrenal gland, skeletal muscle, and lung, mean asymmetries of clock gene expression levels were no greater than twofold. This is only about half of the amplitude of asymmetry in the SCN of hamsters that split in LL. In considering the amplitude of asymmetries in the periphery, it is important to keep in mind that our experiments assessed only total tissue mRNA content of peripheral organs. It is possible that rhythmicity of clock gene expression (and its asymmetry) varies between cell types within an organ (19). For example, we observed differences in the patterns of clock gene expression between the zones of the adrenal cortex (see RESULTS). In many peripheral organs, a striking asymmetry in one cell type may be difficult to detect if obscured by symmetrical gene expression in other types of cells in the same organ.

A fourth concern in the use of the split model is the action of constant light to suppress behavioral rhythms and oscillations of peptide expression in SCN (26). LL can compromise rhythmicity of clock gene expression in the SCN (37), and LL used in the present study may have had an influence on peripheral organs through such pathways. We were thus concerned that hamsters exposed to LL might experience a suppression of rhythms of clock gene expression in the periphery, which would make it difficult to assess neuronal control in split animals. It is difficult to compare fluctuations of clock gene expression sampled over a 12-h interval, in hamsters that split in LL, with those fluctuations in hamsters that free run in DD. Rhythmicity in LL hamsters was most easily assessed in liver, in which clock gene expression tended to be bilaterally symmetrical in split animals. Although significant differences in clock gene expression persisted over time, they generally appeared smaller than those we have observed in hamsters maintained in constant darkness (21, 49). Furthermore, the inverse relationship between haPer1/2 and habmall expression characteristic of both entrained animals and those studied during DD free runs was weak or absent in hamsters that split in LL (Supplemental Fig. 1). Nevertheless, expression of one or more of the clock genes differed with phase in kidney, liver, and lung of the split animals. Comparisons between the experimental and control animals sampled at the same phase (3 h pAO) allow some assessment of effects of splitting as opposed to LL on peripheral gene expression: haPer1 mRNA was reduced, and habmall mRNA elevated, in the kidney and lung of split animals compared with unsplit hamsters. For organs in which lateralization of clock gene expression was observed, the persistence of rhythmicity is difficult to assess in the absence of longitudinal measures. The absence of change with phase in clock gene expression levels in skeletal muscle, taken as the mean of the left and right sides, may result from the significant lateralization observed in H/L ratio of haPer1.

Finally, pathways for pacemaker control of behavior and peripheral rhythms likely diverge. Rhythmicity of locomotor activity is controlled in part by diffusible factors released from the SCN (44), while physiological rhythms require axonal projections (15, 35). A minimum number of SCN cells of particular phenotype must be intact to regulate activity bout characteristics (28). Variability in the duration and intensity of the evening vs. the morning bouts, although slight, may reflect an imbalance in the neurally driven signal. This imbalance of the lateralized temporal signal may be reflected in the level of asymmetry observed in the peripheral organs. Conversely, a more intense activity bout may provide a stronger systemic signal (e.g., higher levels of circulating hormones or greater increase in core body temperature) which results in a global synchronizing cue that lowers the level of laterality in gene expression of peripheral paired organs. This speculation is supported by the negative correlations between the H/L ratios of TH and haPer1 expression in the kidney at 3-h pAO with α intensity. The dissociated behavioral bouts of split hamsters are quite stable (Fig. 1) but it is difficult to assess whether lateralized SCN control over left or right peripheral organs remains consistent as the mean of the left and right sides, may result from the persistence of rhythmicity is difficult to assess in the absence of longitudinal measures. The absence of change with phase in clock gene expression levels in skeletal muscle, taken as the mean of the left and right sides, may result from the significant lateralization observed in H/L ratio of haPer1.
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only low degrees of asymmetry of clock gene expression. Lateralization of tyrosine hydroxylase expression in the adrenal medulla may also have important physiological consequences. Indeed, the diurnal pattern of tyrosine hydroxylase expression within chromaffin cells is likely due to an SCN signal rather than a local molecular clock (31). Medullary secretion of epinephrine into the vasculature would be expected to eliminate lateralization at the level of target tissues. Lateralized neural drive of other sympathetic ganglia, however, is likely to induce asymmetry of physiological functions.

In the future, use of reporter constructs (such as Per2:lacZ knockins) for in vitro studies may prove useful in assessing neural control of clock gene expression in peripheral organs collected from split animals (38). However, changing of the medium can reinvigorate a damped rhythm in vitro (58). Furthermore, organs differ in their response to death and culture preparation (60), making it difficult to assess the phase relationship peripheral organs had established with the SCN prior to ex vivo preparation. Thus setting up the culture of paired organs from a split animal may influence the relative phase of the left and right side, complicating our ability to infer in vivo asymmetry from organ culture approaches. Although attempts to characterize clock gene expression within living animals in real time has met with limited success (25, 56), such an in vivo approach has not yet become available for studies of asymmetry in split animals.

**Perspectives and Significance**

The organization of the circadian system is revealed by its tendency to split in constant light, and this preparation is a tool to reveal neural, endocrine, and other pathways for hierarchical control of peripheral oscillators by the central pacemaker. The extent to which peripheral oscillators rely on neural pathways to receive timing information from the SCN differs between organs. The degree of neural influence on expression levels of specific components of the molecular clock (Per1 vs. Per2 vs. Bm1l) and on clock-controlled genes, such as Dbp may also differ and warrants further investigation. Coordination of physiological events is accomplished by temporal signals of the SCN that are conveyed to periphery by autonomic nervous, neuroendocrine, and behavioral effectors. Further work is needed to determine the extent of integration by peripheral tissues of humoral and neural signals that determine the phase of local molecular clocks.
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